American Law Network® PROGRAM NOTICE

Annual Fall Estate Planning Practice Update

Thursday, September 25, 2003
Live Satellite TV Broadcast
12 noon to 3:15 p.m. Eastern Daylight Time
Presented by the ALI-ABA Video Law Review®

SCOPE AND PURPOSE

For practitioners whose experience in estate planning and wealth transfer taxation is at an intermediate (or higher) level, this three-hour panel discussion offers an unparalleled opportunity to explore the most current and important issues. Similarly experienced accountants and fiduciaries also may find the program to be useful to their practices. The program features attorneys recognized nationally for their expertise in this area.

Topics are selected with emphasis on identifying and solving problems that practitioners will confront. Any reporting on changes in the law or regulation analyzes what to do with or about the changes -- what documents or planning are affected -- and not merely describes them. The roundtable discussion stresses how to bring about desired results, examining alternatives that the featured practitioners are using or have rejected -- and why -- as well as when and why particular procedures or choices are appropriate. Those attending learn how to improve practice opportunities and skills and adopt new drafting approaches.

Registrants may submit questions for the panel in advance of and during the live broadcast. Because of late breaking developments, accompanying study materials supplement the discussions, rather than provide extensive outlines on every topic, and are distributed at the local viewing sites on the program day.

PLANNING CHAIR

Jeffrey N. Pennell, Richard H. Clark Professor of Law, Emory University School of Law, Atlanta

Faculty to be announced.

REGISTRATION FEE: $179 (includes study materials)